
Backbone Uncut is our flagship bourbon and our first 
product ever launched (2010). We have done the exact 
same thing since batch# 1 – we bottle 10 x 53 gallon 
barrels at a time with minimal filtration and DON’T add a 
drop of water. We will let you add the water but we are 
firm believers that barrel proof whiskies have MORE flavor. 
Period. This is a central theme in our company and a 
guiding principle in everything we offer. Batches of Back-
bone Uncut are typically between 5 and 6 years old. 

Mash Bill Or Blend: Corn 75%, Rye 21% & Malted Barley 
4%

Distillation:  Indiana

Proof: 115 proof

Current Batch: #22

Cases Produced: 291

Tasting Notes: Fresh oak and vanilla fill the nose, with a 
rich, caramel and oak taste. This bourbon finishes very 
smoothly, especially given the proof, which feels deca-
dent and warm. 

Our products were made by responsible adults, for responsible adults.    Please enjoy them that way.    © Backbone Bourbon Company

3090 Grapevine Street, Suite 100
Jurupa Valley,  CA  91752  USA
323.358.4555
backbonebourbon.com

From a long line of bourbons.

B I G G E S T  B A D D E S T  B O L D E S T  B O U R B O N  I N  I N D I A N A !

UNCUT

Straight Bourbon
Whiskey

Bourbon/Tennessee|$59 Oh boy! Rising rolls, cakes baking in the oven, whipped 
cream, icing, citrus, and chocolate fill the nose. Then the palate confirms this tapestry 
of goodness with vanilla cake batter, brown-sugar butter over yeast rolls, caramel 
icing, and cinnamon sprinkles. If not for a backbone of beautiful spices layered in 
between, this whiskey stands as a confectionery delight. As it is, the velvety structure, 
concentrated notes, and long spicy finish make it a must-have sipper.

92 points 
Backbone Bourbon Uncut Straight (Batch 15), 58.3%


